PROTECT YOUR GUESTS.
DISINFECT WITH
WORLD-CLASS EQUIPMENT.
TRUST IN PELSIS FOR DEPENDABLE, PRO-GRADE DISINFECTION EQUIPMENT.
The stakes are higher than ever in the hospitality industry. To help keep your guests and your business safe, it’s
crucial to use disinfection equipment you can count on every day. B&G and Curtis Dyna-Fog disinfection products
are the results of years of practical innovation and unmatched expertise. Our knowledgeable team is ready to
help you choose the right solution for your disinfection needs and answer any questions about our complete line
of professional-grade disinfection equipment. Take control of your disinfection challenges to keep living spaces,
high-touch surfaces and high-traffic areas safe and clean.
To find the right equipment and resources for your specific application, visit bgequip.com/disinfection
A FAMILY OF BRANDS WITH ONE SHARED PURPOSE

WE ARE
Contact us to learn more: 800-544-8811 | us.pelsis.com | 135 Region South Drive, Jackson, GA 30233

HOSPITALITY

DISINFECTION

KEEPING SURFACES DISINFECTED.
KEEPING GUESTS & EMPLOYEES SAFE.
Our products are known for being the best in the world. Durable,
efficient and easy to use, they are exactly what you need to
protect your guests and employees and help keep your business
safe. Backed by decades of expertise and proven dependability,
B&G and Curtis Dyna-Fog foggers are the perfect choice to help
you disinfect any surface or space.
Use the guide below for help selecting the appropriate fogger for
your application. And, for more information about disinfecting the
right way, go to:

bgequip.com/disinfection

HOSPITALITY
LOCATION

EQUIPMENT
TYPE

PRODUCT

Bedrooms, tables,
hallways, kitchens,
gyms, bathrooms,
living rooms,
conference rooms
and high-traffic
areas

Hand-carry ULV
Fogger, 1, 1.5 gal
tank

Hurricane ES
Hurricane Ultra II
Flex-A-Lite 2600

Target surfaces
in bedrooms,
bathrooms,
kitchens, gyms,
carpets and walls

Hand-carry
Sprayer, 1 gal
tank, 16 oz tank

Primeline
SpotSprayR

HURRICANE ES

PRIMELINE

HURRICANE ULTRA II

SPOTSPRAYR

This premier hand-carry ULV fogger uses
electrostatic technology to charge each
droplet, providing uniform coverage on
the target surface every time. Quickly and
efficiently treat guest and conference rooms,
hallways and other high-traffic areas with
critical, high-touch surfaces such as handrails
and doorknobs. Disinfect an average-sized
hotel room in under one minute.

This lightweight, hand-carry fogger is designed
to treat critical, high-touch surfaces, large indoor
areas and outdoor surfaces. Its chemicalresistant precision nozzles and low-profile,
sturdy tank make the Hurricane Ultra II both
functional and incredibly reliable. It’s an ideal
equipment choice to quickly disinfect kitchens,
bathrooms and bedrooms.

FLEX-A-LITE 2600

The Flex-A-Lite 2600 is the standard in heavy-duty point-and-spray
foggers. Its flexible hose directs spray to precise target areas,
making disinfection of nightstands, desks, coffee tables, doorknobs
and light switches efficient and easy. The ability to avoid spraying
personal items makes it an ideal choice for in-occupancy guest
room disinfection. No need to fill the tank to capacity, a partial fill
makes it easier to carry while still delivering big-time coverage.

Durable and reliable, the B&G Primeline is
ideal for disinfecting walls, doors, floors, steps
and carpets. Its chemical-resistant extension
hose enables spray to be delivered to target
surfaces with a high precision, saving on
costs. The 1-gallon stainless steel tank
provides capacity to efficiently treat several
guest rooms.

Thanks to its compact size, heavy-duty
construction and adjustable-spray tip, the
SpotSprayR is the perfect tool to quickly
disinfect hard-to-reach spaces and surfaces.
Ideal for jobs with low-volume requirements,
this sprayer is prefect for disinfecting
bathroom counters, desk or nightstand
drawers, as well as high-touch surfaces like
doorknobs and handrails.

